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CHAPTER I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
CHAP'TSJ^  I 
INTRODUCTION 
Substance abuse or drug abuse, a term used inter-
changeably, has emerged as a major social issue in recent 
years due to a sudden upward spurt in substance prolifera-
tion amongst various population groups. The psychological 
as well as physical problems emanating from their unbridled 
usage pose a gigantic challenge. 
The term 'drug' itself poses a difficulty in find-
ing a published definition that distinguishes it from medicine 
or even food. According to World Health Organization (WHO 1975), 
a drug is a substance which, when taken into the body, modi-
fies one of its functions. As commonly used, it refers to 
substance not normally found in the body, which together with 
physical manifestation has effect on such psychological 
processes as attention, concentration, and motivation or 
desire to act. 
There are many varieties of substances and many 
that are not usually thought of as drugs such as Caffeine, 
nicotine and other household chemicals and pollutants that 
come under this definition. Within the frame of reference 
of substance aibuse, the most commonly used problem drugs 
are cocaine, alcohol, heroin, marijuana amphetamines, 
barbiturates, LSD and Mandrax. Some of these drugs such as 
alcohol can be purchased legally by adults; others such as 
barbiturates can be used legally under medical supervision; 
still others such as heroin are illegal. And each of these 
drugs can be used either by smoking, snorting, eating, 
drinking, skin popping or mainlinging; and in most cases 
they may be combined for quick action. Whether moderately 
or excessively applied, they have a remarkable effect on 
the personality of the user. 
The fact that substance abuse leads to increased 
psychological or physical dependence is a multifaceted and 
multi-dimensional problem which has to be tackled in a 
broad, interdisciplinary context. Psychologically, physical, 
economic, political all aspects have to be taken into consi-
deration for a fuller understanding and a more comprehensive 
approach to remedial measures. 
The magnitude of the problem can be understood if 
we review briefly certain statistical information »-
In United States 
Year Cocaine death Cocaine related illness 
1984 
1986 
1988 
470 
930 
1582 
7 ,156 
13 ,247 
3 9 , 6 5 7 
The annual cost of health damage resulting from smoking was 
estimated by DHEW, 1979, to be 27 billion dollars in medical 
care, absenteeism, decreased work productivity and accidents 
and the figures pertinent today - when cases have risen 
drastically - can well be estimated from these. 
In one study by Palola, Dorpal & Lason (1962) it 
was shown that 23 percent of attempted suicides and 31 percent 
completed suicides involved alcoholism. 
Tyndel (1969) in his study of skid row drunkenness 
offenders revealed the following profile :-
Age : 45 years (median) 
Years of heavy drinking : 20 
Conviction for drunkenness during 6 years 4 % (mean) 
Incidence of tuberculosis 10 % 
Incidence of all pulmonary diseases 66 % 
Central nervous system damage 16 % 
Venereal diseases 30 % 
Baroffka (1966) reported on 224 cases with a canna-
bis history seen in the metropolitan area of the Lagos 
(Nigeria) Mental Hospital over 4 years starting from 19 61 • 
He diagnosed toxic psychosis in over half of his 224 cases 
and schizophrenic psychosis in 47 percent. 
Vicki and Barbara (1987), noted that adolescents 
with alcohol-abusing parents reported ejqjecting more cognitive 
and motor enhancement from drinking than did adolescents with-
out a family history of abuse. 
Fowler and Others (1986) in their clinical and toxi-
cologic study of 283 suicides suggest substance use disorder 
could be a major contributing factor in the rising suicide 
rate for this population and according to Kosten and others 
(1986) abuse was associated with a variety of anti-social 
indices, including anti-social personality disorder, number 
of arrests and legal problems. 
Abelson (1970), noted New York city in 1969 as a 
'peak year* for heroin addicts in United States were more 
than 900 death associated with heroin usage, 224 of which 
were teenagers who died from over doses or heroin related 
infections. 
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In their investigations, Chan and six others 
(1986) compared the maternal and birth characteristics of 
87 1st year dropouts, with 103 active participants of a 
pediatric clinic of. children exposed to drugs in uterxis by 
their substance abuse mothers, (aged 15-40 years). Dropout 
mothers were characterised by lack of prenatal care, greater 
prevalence of smoKing, gonorrhea, heart and kidney problems 
and infections during pregnancy. Newborns of dropout mothers 
had shorter gestation and lower birth weights. 
According to Saroj Khaparde (1988) about one million 
people die due to tobacco-related diseases every year in 
India; while alcoholic consumption has equally increased. 
Chendla (1988) also noted that there were more than 3,00,000 
drug addicts hooked to neroin and other drugs in Delhi, 
Kobilica (1988), aptly draws the relationship between 
abuse of drug and rock music that makes for anihilistic 
effect on youths. Drugs make the youth psychologically aber-
rated and rock music casts the baneful effect of nihilism 
on their minds. Sucide is the result. 
Domino (1981) noted that almost 50 percent of the 
patients admitted to mental hospital for drug-related prob-
lems in 1980 suffered from PcP Psychosis, While Pierie (1989) 
stated that cigaratte smoking is the chief unavoidable 
cause of death in United States, In 1985, 39 0,000 
Americans died of smoking related illnesses, such as 
lung cancer etc. 
The British claim that some of their greatest 
literature was ins^ -ired by opium. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 
the legendary English Poet of the eighteenth century, 
wrote his Kubla Khan in an opium dream. Significantly, 
two lines of the poem say, 
"For he on honey-dew bath fed. 
And drunk the milk of paradise** 
But though Coleridge*s drug habit inspired him, 
his younger contemporary, Thomas De Uuincey, had consis-
tent 'bad trips', Ouincey - the author of "Confessions of 
an English Opium Eater", describes his experiences as 
terrifying enlargements of space and time. "I sometimes 
seemed to have lived 70 to 100 years in one night, he said 
"I seemed every night to descend not metaphorically but 
literally into chasms and sunless abysses " 
(HUGH and Colleen 1989) 
Although the problem of drug Abuse is valid for 
the total population, it assumes special significance for 
the adolescence. Very major proportion of drug users belongs 
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to age group falling in adolescent and young adult cate-
gory and in view of the impact which this would have on 
the future when these users become adults, is a matter 
of great concern. 
Common to most theories regarding the Adole-
scent drug use is the assumption that use of variety of 
substances interfers with or impairs physical, psycho-
logical or emotional functioning. This may come about as 
a result of the psychoactive effects of the drug on 
Cognitive, affective and behavioural processes. It can 
also arise due to deleterious effects arising from the 
mode of ingestion or metabolising of the substance on a 
physical level. 
Another opinion holds that teenage drug use 
interfers with normative tasks of adolescent development 
(Baumlrnd & Moselle 1985) Adolescence is a critical period 
for the formation of competencies and behaviours necessary 
for the successful acquisition of adult roles, such as 
spouse, parent and provider (Havighurst 1972) • 
Other view point suggests that drug use is asso-
ciated with accelerated rather than delayed developement 
(Newcomb, 1987, Newcomb and Bentler 1988), From this 
perspective, teenage drug users bypass or circumvent the 
typical maturational sequence and make transition pre-
maturely into adulthood and roles without necessary growth 
and development for success in these roles. Thus teenage 
drug users may develop a pseudomaturity that ill-prepares 
them for the real difficulties of adult life, AS a result 
they are prone to meet with difficulties if not failure in 
adult over tiine. 
Thus, if life is to be saved and promotion of 
stability, growth and development of our society is given 
priority, then the phenomena must be brought into sharp 
focus through objective and empirical investigations. 
The variety of drugs and the most frequently 
abused drugs by man when seeking relief from boredom or 
pain or for any other reason, may fall into three catego-
ries in terms of their compositions and their psysiological 
as well as behavioral correlates. These substances are 
Depressairts, Stimultants and hallicinogens. 
Depressants : 
These include narcotics and i t s der ivat ires . By 
and large the depressants r e s u l t s in relaxation, anesthesia, 
sedation and general feelings of well-being. And when taken 
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in large quantities may result in death because of para-
lysing normal physiological functions. 
Stimulants : 
Under this category fall amphetamines, Caffein 
and nicotine. Stimulants are drugs taken basically to give 
relief to depression, fatigue and create feelings of plea-
sure, emphoria and alertness. Large dosage may result in 
insomnia, irregular pulse, respiratory difficulty, tremor , 
nausea, vomiting, convulsion, and may lead to death. 
Hallucinogens t 
These drugs seem to alter the perception of indi-
viduals that uses them. The side effects may include high 
rate of suicide, brain damage or psychosis, low-thinking 
capacities, horrifying hallucinations when large quantities 
are involved. 
Pharmacologists and neuro-chemist have identified 
a number of the chemical substances that act as neurotrans-
mitters at synapses in the nervous system and at the junc-
tion between nerves and muscles - the neuromuscular junction 
The drugs that affect behaviour, and ej<perience - the 
psychoactive drugs - generally work on the Nervous System 
II 
by influencing the flow of information across synapsesc 
Hrv instance, they may interfere with one or several of 
the stages in synaptic transmission. 
Table 1.1 shows the drugs within each of these 
three classes that commonly lead to habituation or addi-
ction. Each drug group as given in the table is either 
derived from a specific source or its members have a 
common chemical structure. Opium and its derivatives, 
for example, all come from Opium Poppy (called 'the plant 
of joy' by the ancient Summerians)• The barbitirates are 
chemcically similar to each other, the amphetamines also 
resemble each other chemically. 
Table 1.1 
The major psychoactive drugs 
1- DEPRESSANTS: 
Narcotics: (Opium poppies) 
Opium 
Morphine 
Heroin 
Methadone 
Barbiturates: (Barbiturate acid) 
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Phenobarbital 
Butisol 
Bromides 
Chloral hydrate 
Nembutal 
Seconal (ac red devil) 
Tuinal (or rain bow) 
Alcohol 
Minor Tranquilizers: 
Meprobamate (Miltown, Equanil) 
Diazeperm (Valium) 
Chlordiazepoxide (Libruim) 
Cannabis* (resin of the dried cannabis plant) 
Marijuana of Indian hemp or Ganja 
Hashish 
Nicotine 
I I - STIMULANTS: 
Cocaine (Coco t r e e s ) 
Amphetammes: ( S y n t h e t i c S t imulants ) 
Benzedrine 
Dexedrine 
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Caffein (Xanthines) 
Nicotine 
III- HALLUCINOGENS; 
Mescaline (Psyote) 
LSD 
Psilocybin (Mushroom) 
These substances whether medically prescribed 
or not may improve or block normal function of the indi-
vidual personality. They are used either by smoking, 
snorting (inhaling the bitter powder) eating, drinking, 
skin popping (injecting the liquified drug just beneath 
the skin) or main-lining (injecting the drug into the 
blood stream). Some substances (e.g. Cocaine) are not 
physically addictive, some frequent users do seem to 
develop dependency and resemble alcohol or heroin. 
In recent times, the most frequently used drugs 
are alcohol, heroin. Marijuana, barbiturates tranquilizers. 
The immediate effects of these drugs depend partly on the 
personality make-up o± the individual. In vulneraole indi-
viduals a single large dose of strong stimulant, may release 
latent symptoms of psycnosis which disappear when the effect 
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of the drug wear off. The immediate affects also vary 
from drug to drug. Opium makes the individual drowsy 
but at the same time gives him a mistaken sense of 
mental clarity. He experiences a feeling of relaxation 
and emphorid, a pleasant state of reverie, a decrease 
of sexual desire and a distortion of sense of time and 
space, a state sometirres described as "a sense of 
infinity". When these effects wear-off after several 
hours he craves for the drug again. Strong stimulants 
often produce headaches and restlessness which are soon 
followed by several hours of euphoria. Marijuana typically 
creates an euphoric state in which time seems slowed and 
the individual's intellectual and motor activities are 
retarded. Contrary to widespread belief, however, there 
is no evidence that marijuana results in long range damage 
to the organism. However, excessive consumption sometimes 
leads to temporary paranoid or psychotic episodes. 
DEFINITION OF ABUSE; 
Recently, it has been noted that the pattern 
of individual drug 'use' and 'abuse' are greatly influ-
enced by the importance of drugs in western medicine, 
advertisement, custom, availability as well as other 
social influences. Therefore, it seemed rather difficult 
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to define 'abuse' in term of the cost of drug or quantity 
consumed. This is due to the fact that individuals signi-
ficantly have different constitutional capacities for the 
intake of substance, which in term would determine the 
extent of tolerance. And in addition to this, most of 
these drugs follow acceptable regulatory processes. Acce-
ding to WHO (1965) J Drug addiction is a state of periodic 
or chronic intoxication detrimental to the individual and 
society, produced by the repeated consumption of a drug 
(natural or synthetic). It's characteristics include! 
(1) overpowering desire or need (compulsion) 
to continue taking by any means 
(2) a tendency to increase the dosage and 
(3) a psychic (psychological) and sometimes 
physical dependence on the effect of 
the drug. 
Therefore, the simplest way to define abuse to 
be in term of efficacy of the drug intake on the indi-
vidual's capacity to behave in a desired manner in his 
psychological milie». Drug is also abused when it is taken 
against medical judgement. Mohan (1980) defines Drugs in 
Medical terms - as a substance which when taken in a living 
organism can modify one or more of its functions. 
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Terms such as 'Addiction', Tolerance' and 
•Dependence' are often used when discussing substance 
abuse. 
Addiction f According to Wikler (19 53), addiction is the 
compulsive use of chemical agents which are harmful to the 
individual, to society or to both. Alcohol can be seen as 
one particular type of drug addiction (APA 1980) 
Tolerance i- This is a condition in which the effectivness 
of the drug is lessening with repeated use. Many drugs 
eventually seem to lose their power to the extent that 
larger and larger dosage are needed in order to produce the 
desire effect. Within tolerance is Reverse tolerance in 
which when a chemical seems power-ful or sensitives a 
person so that subsequent intake of smaller dosage produce 
the original effects. Tolerance as a matter of fact develop 
gradually over a long time. It starts with drug use, which 
is the point at which the particular drug is either pres-
cribed for use or introduced to the person by friends or 
relations. Frequent use of the particular drug leads to 
craving which is an intense desire to have and use the drug. 
With time, toleiance develops (for some classes of drugs) . 
This is the tendency to take increasingly higher doses of 
particular drug in order to re-create the original effects. 
And with time 'cross-tolerance' may result when the 
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individual who develops tolerance to one class of drugs 
also shows tolerance to another type of drug with similar 
effect. Although the mechanism by which physiological 
tolerance is acquired are not fully understood, but evidence 
point to central nervous system and learning, which may 
influence the individuals* attitude and his reaction to the 
drug after use, 
DEPENDENCE; 
Drug dependence means addiction and this may be 
physiological or psychological. Physiological dependence, 
is a condition in which the person who has been taking a 
drug Incomes hooked to the drug and is unable to function 
whenever the said drug is unavailable. In words of Omoluebi 
(1989)t "The reason is that the drug has become incorporated 
in his body and when not available the body behaves as if 
parts of it is missing. At such times the person suffers 
from with-Kirawal syndromes, which include Shivering, runn-
ing nose, headache; stomach cramps nervousness, trembling 
of the limbs, neusea etc., and if the drug is not applied for 
a long time the person dies. 
In case of psychological dependence, one feels he 
cannot function adequately in the absence of a particular 
drug he has been taking regularly. In this case he is said 
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to be habituated on the drug. All illicit drugs are known 
to produce psychological dependence. At times one or 
repeated administration of the drug is required to produce 
pleasure or avoidence of discomfort. 
The nature of withdrawal symptoms suffered by an 
addict depend on many factors such as the quantity of the 
substance used« interval between doses, the duration of 
addiction as well as health and personality of the indivi-
dual at the time of drug intake. Besides this, a bulk of 
studies have shown that nutrition, environment, as well a& 
phenotypic diversity due to genetic polymorphosisms-variable, 
rates of biotransformation and metabolic elimination of 
active substances caused by different genetic susceptibility 
can influence ones reaction to drug. The present study how-
ever, does not focus on this biological aspects rather on 
situational and environmental influences. 
Therefore, drug dependence occurs at any age, but 
seems to be most common during, adolescence and young child-
hood. Sometimes individuals will wish to become more aroused 
and they will then use drugs that act as stimulants to the 
Central Nervous System, Such drugs are called "uppers". 
Sometimes they wish to become more relaxed. In this case 
they will select drugs that act as depressants to the Central 
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Nervous System. At other times, they wish to 'expand' 
their consciousness or alter their perception. In this 
case they seek drugs that produce these effects on 
Central Nervous System. Such drugs are called hellucino-
gens or psychedelics. 
The time required to establish drug habit various, 
but it has been estimated that continual usage over a 
period of 3 0 days or longer is sufficient. Tatum et al 
(19 29) re marked that hte distinction between 'addictive' 
drugs and 'habit-forming' drugs, is that habit-forming 
drugs are characterised by repeated use and a desire 
for the drug, and have none of the physical or psycholo-
gical withdrawal symptoms that characterised addictive 
drugs. Ausubel (1958), both (addictive drugs & habit form-
ing drugs) are characterised by compulsive use, despite 
psychological changes, social disorganisation and physical 
changes. Therefore, it is rightly said that anything from 
cigarettes and alcohol to heroin and LSD (Lysergic acid 
diethylamide) is a drug. 
Although according to DSM-II drug dependence and 
alcoholism were two separate disorders, included under 
•Personality Disorders' and other 'Non-irsycholic Mental 
Disorders* respectively, the DSM-III, includes drug abuse 
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and alcoholism related problems tinder the major category 
of 'Drug use Disorders'. 
The Youth and Drug Experimentation: 
With the gradual filteration of the phenomena 
from the ghetto to the middle class suburbs, experimenta-
tion with and abuse of drugs become not only widespread 
but began very early. It is prevalent among high school 
students, college students and even blue-collar workers. 
Children as young as 10 or 12 may be driven by curiosity, 
rebellion, peer pressure, adult models or any number of 
needs to smoke marijuana, drink alcohol, consume pills, 
and even try heroin. 
Mlddle-asied/elderly and Dirug 
Middle aged and elderly people, especially of 
middle class tend to get their pleasurable 'high' socially 
through alcohol. While they accept social drinking as 
conventional, they are often intolerant of the children's 
drug practice. Yet their children's use of drugs is similar 
to their own cocktail drinking. In fact alcohol has more 
detrimental effect than most drugs. Middle-aged and elderly 
Indians tend to over medicate themselves; they use ampheta-
mines to deal with depression, barbiturates to help them 
sleep and transquilizers to cope with everyday tension 
and problems - as a result become hooked to these drugs. 
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Many explanations have been put forward to 
ej^lain drug abuse. Proponents of medical view, 
(Isreal et al 1971, Pattison et al 1971) from much, 
research work done with animals, have suggested that 
alcoholism might be the result of biological error. 
One aspect of this hypothesis suggests that some indivi-
duals metabolically need alcohol in order to make up 
thedLr body's deficiencies or take in vital nutritive 
substances. In another version alcoholism is believed 
to be inherited from the brain falsely signalling that 
alcohol is chemically required (Isreal and others 1971, 
Pattison 1971) . Goodwin (1971), recently reviewed the 
research literature which shows that alcoholism does run 
in families. Children of alcoholic parents or blood 
relatives are more likely to abuse alcohol. 
This finding however, cannot be cited to suggest 
that alcoholism is inherited, because the role of learning 
factors operating in an atmosphere created by alcoholic 
parents must not be lost sight of. 
Within the social learning frame-work alcohol 
and drug use are viewed as socially acquired, learned 
behaviour patterns maintained by numerous antecedents, 
cues and consequent reinforcers that may be of a psycho-
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logical, sociological or physiological nature (Miller & 
Barlow 1973, Cahoon & Crosby 1972) . Sociologically, the 
incidence of drug use varies from culture to culture and 
from subgroups to subgroups within a culture. Such factors 
as age, educational level family environment, urban/rural 
background, marital status, peer, nuclear/joint families, 
income etc. play vital roles in the drug culture. 
In an eclectic approach to the world-wide problem 
of alcoholism, Gonzalezy Menendez and Ricardo C1985) found 
that factors such as social tension, cultural attitude 
to-ward drinking, the existence of alternative forms of 
recreation, advertisement and commercial promotion, economic 
and occupational as well as geographic conditions to be 
many of such factors that operate in the development of 
alcoholism. 
There is no really notable evidence to show that 
drug behaviour is inherent. Rather, the predominant factors 
responsible seem to centre around social learning. One of 
the most important aspect of social learning is learning 
through models and it perhaps may be playing a major role 
in drug abuse habit. Together with this, factors contained 
in the situational conditions operating in the context of 
the individual must doubtless be pertinent. A short descrip-
tion of the phenomena is being presented below, we will 
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begin with an overview of modelling and follow with 
describing in what manner the individual extracts from 
situational var iab les factors that in i t ia te him to drug 
abuse. 
M O D E L L I N G 
Bandura (1977), suggests that learning often 
takes place as a result of contact with models in the 
form of a respected elder, a well—liked peer or even a 
set of standards. 
Donald Campbell (1961), distinguished two forms 
of model learning, the first type in which the learner 
observes the outcomes of the model's behaviour. He becomes 
awaure of some of the behaviours being rewarded or punished 
and thus tends to imitate the model, in order to enjoy the 
similar rewards, while the second aspect of modelling is 
by observation of the model's action rather than the 
outcome. 
As proponent of social learning theory, Bandura 
(1971) has deviated from the principle of operant learning 
which was forwarded by Skinner because it cannot explain 
most of the changes in behaviour outside the laboratory. 
Further, very little social behaviour would be learned if 
we are to depend on the usual tedious laboratory process 
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of conditioning successive approximations to the desired 
behaviour. The process used by higher animals and parti-
cularly by man is imitation. Through the process of 
imitation or observing the behaviour of others, much 
wasteful random behaviour could be avoided. In his illus-
tration, Bandura points out that young children learn to 
esqjress themselves in words and sentences, not so much 
because adults reinforce certain sounds that are embedded 
in the infants gurgles but rather generally through a 
process of imitating the speech of others. 
Slighting on the reinforcement process of learn-
ing, Bandura used the term anticipated reinforcement in which 
he considers it to be facilitative rather than necessary 
conditioning since there are other factors influencing what 
an individual does than response consequence (reinfocement)• 
In one study, Bandura, Grusec and Men-love(1966), 
show that children watching sequence of activity on televi-
sion screens displayed the same amount of imitative learning, 
irrespective of whether they had been informed in advance 
that correct imitations would be rewarded. 
In another study of imitation with and without 
reinforcement, Bandura and Mc-Donald (1963), tested a 
group of children between the age of 5 and 11 on pairs of 
stories like those of Piaget. The result show conclusively 
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that the behaviour of the model was a more powerful 
influence in the behaviour of the children than was the 
reinforcement they received. 
Reinforcement proved to be negligible factor. 
The impact of the model's behaviour on the children can 
be explained partly in terms of the fact that they were 
able to 'identify' with him, that is, the children were 
able to perceive a relationship or degree of similarity 
between themselves and him. 
This point is further strengthened by Meichenbaum 
(1971), who conducted an experiment with women under-graduates 
who had expressed extreme, unrealistic fears of harmless 
snakes. They then watched 3 televised models approaching and 
handling a 5-foot corn snake. Some of the subjects saw 
models who had no hesitation in approaching and handling the 
snake; others saw models who were initially fearful, but who 
overcome their fear and were able to pick up the snake. In a 
subsequent encounter with the snake, sxibjects who had seen 
the models overcoming their fears were the ones more likely 
to follow through and handle the snake. In other words, the 
models who were coping with their fears appeared to be 
defining the situation as it was experienced by the subjects 
themselves. As a consequence, the subjects were more likely 
identify with these models and to imitate them. 
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In the opinion of Flanders and Thistlethwaile 
(1970), children are more likely to imitate role models 
who are acceptable to them or who they know are in a 
better position to reward them (Grusec & Mischel 1966)• 
Learning in this manner forms an integral part of 
huTOan behavioural systeiri ftom birth to death, although more 
rapid in childhood. Furthermore, during childhood periods 
cultural styles and patterns of behaviour make themselves 
felt, due to availability of different models for each set 
of value systems. 
Thus, learning from models is a vitally important 
aspect of social learning and even in the absence of 
reinforcement may be responsible for the individual imbib-
ing certain behaviour. It should also be noted that the 
concept of identification is useful in explaining choice of 
models since identification focusses on explaining this 
choice, showing why a particular person, and not some other 
is chosen as model , making is a phenomena of prime inportance, 
In explaining choice of a model, theorists suggests 
the following ways in which identification may determine 
this choice : -
1. Secondary reinforcement: 
A person is chosen as a model because he frequently 
rewards the learner, (Mowrer, 1950, Bandura Ross 
&£ Roas 19 63) . 
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2. Vicarious reinforcement: 
A person is chosen as a model because he receives 
rewards that are experienced vicariously by the 
learner (Bandura 19 62) . 
3. Withholding of Love j 
A person is chosen as a model because the learner 
fears that he may withhold his love and reward 
from him (Sears 19 57) . 
4. Avoidance of Punishment : 
A person is chosen as a model because the learner 
fears that the person will otherwise injure him. 
5» Status envy : 
A person is chosen as a model because he is envied 
as a recipient of reward from others (Whiting 1960) 
6. S o c i a l Power : 
If a person has the power to rewards and punish, 
even if the learner is not rewarded, the person 
is chosen as a model, (Bandura, Ross & Ross 1963). 
7, Similarity to learner : 
According to Stotland (1966), identification by 
similarity occurs when a person conceives of 
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himself and and another individual as having some 
trait in common and further perceives that the 
other individual has additional traits. He then 
believes himself to have the second trait and often 
behave accordingly. 
It has been seen that several or all the mechanism 
may operate simultanously or at different times to produce 
imitation and identification. However, since the basic concern 
of the investigator is not to ascertain what mechanism have 
operated in model learning but to study the impact of model 
learning in general toward .dritg abuse, it is not necessary 
to go deeply into these mechanism. It is sufficient to state 
that the-fe is a large amount of evidence to show that learning 
from model is one of the most important ways of social 
learning, 
SITUATIONAL VARIABLES: 
Over and above what the individual imbibes through 
models, the opportunity for social learning may be facilitated 
by certain conditions. These conditions may comprise of 
(a)circumstances and situations inherent in a particular 
environment which may play a facilitory role in inducing a 
particular event, (b) factors situated in the individual's 
own motivations, expectancies and value systems. Undoubtedly, 
these also exert an influence on his learning process. These 
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themselves may doubtless be the product of past learning in 
some form but since they constitute a set of conditions for 
the individual which carry him towards a particular beha-
viour, they have been indentifled for purposes of this 
investigation. 
In order to distinguish these aspects of social 
learning from imitation of model, the investigator has 
thought it desirable to refer to them as situational factors, 
external and internal. Factors falling in the first category, 
namely, in terms of situations inherent in a particular 
environment are being referred to as external since they are 
outside or external to the individual. Expectancies and 
motivation which provoke a person to make certain options are 
factors residing within the individual, therefore they are 
being referred to as internal. The connotation of external 
and internal is operational rather than pointing towards strict 
theoretical demarcation. In fact, the investigator had in 
the beginning thought of situational factors as just one 
category. However when items and events that could be studied 
as situational factors were examined it appeared more feasible 
to make a distinction amongst internal and external as it would 
make our investigation much more meaningful. 
It must be borne in mind that even between social 
learning factors operating in modelling and in factors forming 
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part of situational condition, overlapping in terms of 
processess involved may be there. Tight corapartmentali-
sation is not possible in an all-pervasive phenomena like 
social learning but dsitinction on the bases of enphasis 
in each case is discernible. For example social modelling 
encompasses situations-of tangible and epecific identifi-
cation and imitation. Situational factor (external) en-
compass situations within the environment that contribute 
to acquisition of a phenomena drug addiction in this case 
and situational factors internal refer to the individual's 
own cognitions and perceptions which induce him to opt for 
drugs. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY; 
All branches of knowledge more particularly the 
social sciences must address themselves to alleviating 
human sufferings. This is an essential precondition for 
growth of the discipline as well as quality of life of 
the people. The psychologist by virtue of being a student 
of human behaviour can play a meaningful role in this 
context, because his empirical knowledge of human dynamics 
can provide an objective base on which to plan interven-
tion strategies. A large number of programmes designed 
by governmental agencies or social workers are not able 
to meet targets because the requisite understanding of 
behaviour dynamics is missing. The psychologist 
owes to society this debt and it is heartening to find that 
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researches in psychology are focussing more and more on issues 
and problems of social and national concern. 
Undoubtedly, one of the very major problems of 
contenpory life which threatens to overturn and break into 
shambles all that hximanity has achieved over the years, is 
the prc^lem of drugs. The future of humanity is bleak, unless 
the menance of drug abuse is checked. Therefore a better 
understanding about causation is imperative because measures 
to tackle the problem must be based upon factors that cause. 
It mast be admitted at the outset that the problem 
of causation is not a simple question limited to the individual 
only but a vast configuration of factors - political, economic, 
geographic, enter into the picture. It is therefore inportant 
that the psychologist when trying to expand understanding at 
the individual dynamics level, place the individual within the 
context and freumework of social, cultural, political milieu. 
This milieu exist within the individual's cognitive and percep-
tual world in the form of cues, experiences as well as informa-
tion present in his life situation. 
The investigator has therefore tried to study situa-
tional variables as well as more tangible social learning 
factors in the form of model learning. 
Further more, since different substances lead to 
different experiences for the individual and we also know 
that individuals difter in their needs and personality make-
up, it is expected that the same substance will not have the 
same appeal for all individuals. It is pertinent to quote the 
the study conducted by Di Mascio and others (1961), v;hich 
pointed the fact that individuals of different constitutional 
types respond differently to drugs. Thus, the same appeal for a 
drug will not be there due to its differential influence. In the 
same way it is possible that different factors at the intiation 
may operate for different.drugs, Prom amongst situational 
factors and model learning behaviour, there may be a contribu-
tion of varying degree vis-a-vis drug behaviour in general as 
well as with some drugs in particular. The study aims to throw 
light on this aspect. 
Each piece of reseairch is a drop in the vast ocean 
of knowledge and we may not be able to show dramatic result. 
But since we have studied situational veriables under two 
heads, namely - internal and external, internal being situa-
tional factors emanating from within the self and external 
being factors contained in the environment, we will be able to 
show the relative inportance of factors at three levels t 
(1) The level of the individual (internal situational) 
(2) Conditions prevailing in the environment (external 
situational) 
(3) Other people (social modelling)-
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This will help us in understanding the phenomena of drug 
abuse causation in a better way and also help us to plan 
more effectively strategies for dealing with the problem, 
CHAPTER I I 
R E V I E W O F L I T E R A T U R E 
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Many studies have been carried out with respect 
to drug-use and its relation to Social Modelling and 
situational factors. 
With reference to social modelling, differential 
association hypothesis asserts that antisocial persons 
tend to kssociate with individuals who model and endorse 
antisocial behaviour. Basically, it contends that antisocial 
behaviour is ' j learning via intimate personal associations 
whereby a deviant role model communicates attitudes and 
skills which foster deviant behaviour. This is clearly social 
learning. Proponents of modelling theory (e.g. Bandura 1977), 
suggest that learning often takes place as a result of contact 
with model, a respected elder, a well-liked peer or even a 
set of standards. 
Jessor (1981), found a strong relationship between 
friends modelling a behaviour and approving of that behaviour, 
and the respondents reporting some involvement in that act. 
These two variables accounted for nearly all the ejqplained 
variance in marijuana use, drunknness as well as other 
deviant behaviour. In an earlier longitudinal study, Jessor 
and Jessor (1977) ,Buehler, Patterson and Furniss (1966) and 
Akers , Krotin, Lonza-Kaduce, Radosevich (1979), found 
similar findings: delinquents directly reinforce one another's 
delinquent behaviour. 
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Johnstone (1981), tested a causal model that 
included 5 predicators of delinquencyj (1) neighbourhood 
influence, (2) family economic status, (3) perceived 
opportunities for crime; (4) family integration and 
(5) attachement to delinquent peers. The family integration 
measure was a composite of measures of attachment to parents, 
shared activity in the family, the extent to which parents 
set rules, and respect for parental authority. The general 
model accounted for 28 percent of the variance in self-
reported delinquency. With regard to the effect of particular 
variable, attachment, to delinquent peers accounted for the 
vast majority of the explained variance in delinquent 
behaviour whereas the affect of family integration was 
relativity weak. 
Several studies focussing upon marijuan^ alcohol 
use also provide estimate of the strain and conventional 
bonding when combined with deviant bonding. 
Meier and Johnson (1977), report the results of a 
multiple regression analysis involving 16 predicators of 
marijuana use. These predicators were organized into four 
conceptual sets: 
(1) social background (2) legal sanction i.e. perceived 
certainly, and severity of punishment and knowledge of the 
law; (3) number of friends using marijuana and (4) respondent 
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attitudes (to illustrate, belief, that marijuana use is 
an immoral activity and fear of marijuana use) . The total 
set of 16 predicators accounted for 72 percent of the 
variance in marijuana use in this sample. Once the influence 
of friends using marijuana measure was removed, the remain-
ing variables accounted for an additional 6 percent of 
explained variance, 
Winrifree, Theis and Griffiths (1981), investigated 
the impact of peer support for drug use, parental social 
support, attitudes toward the law, and sex and age on the 
use of marijuana and alcohol. The sample involved approxi-
mate 600 students in a rural school distric-t.The findings 
from a multiple regresjion analysis were presented 
separately for Caucasians and native Americans. With regard 
to drug use among Causasians, the total explained variance 
in marijuana use was 41 %, with peer support for drug use 
accounting for 28 % of the variance. The remaining 
variables accounted for an additional 13 percent of explained 
variance. It was 2T/o for alcohol, with peer supi-ort 
accounting for 21 %, The combined effect of the remaining 
variables was thus 6 %. For native Americans, the variance 
was 47 % for marijuana use, with peer support accounting 
for 30 % and other variables for an additional 17 %. 
Considered alone, sex/age was the strongest predictor among 
the remaining variables, followed by parental support and 
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a t t i t ude toward the law. Peer support accounted for 
v i r t u a l l y a l l of the explained variance (15%) in alcohol 
use by native Americans, the remaining var iab les account-
ing for less than one percent increase , 
Kanadel, Kessler and Margulies (1978)/ reported 
on a longitudinal study of in ter -personal influences of 
parents and peers upon i n i t i a t i o n in to alcohol u se . The 
four var iable c lu s t e r s used were (1) parenta l influences, 
(parental behaviour, a t t i t udes and values, and c[uality of 
parent-adolescent r e l a t i onsh ip ) ; (2) peer influences 
(peer behaviour, a t t i t udes and values, qua l i ty of sub jec t -
bes t friend re l t ionsh ip and drug a v a i l a b i l i t y ) ; (3) sub jec t ' s 
values and b e l i e f s ; amd (4) sub jec t ' s p r ior involvement 
in delinquent behaviour and drug use . Three stages of 
i n i t i a t i o n were considered: i n i t i a t i o n into the use of 
hard- l iquor , i n i t i a t i o n in to the use of marijuana, and 
i n i t i a t i o n in to the use of other i l l i c i t drugs . The t oa t a l 
explained variance due to peer influences, parenta l i n f l u -
ences, and be l ie f -va lues was 12 % for i n i t i a t i o n in to hard 
l iquor use, 18 % marijuana use, and 25 % other i l l i c i t 
drug u s e . When the effect of pe..r influences was removed, 
parenta l influences and be l ie f s -va lues accounted for an 
addi t ional 3 % in explained variance for i n i t i a t i o n into 
hard liquor use, a 7% increase in explained variance for 
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initiation into marijuana use, and a 15% increase in 
ej^lained variance for other illicit drug use. It was 
also noted that parental and peer influences were 
essentially independent influences in this analysis, i.e., 
there was little evidence for an effect of parental 
influences through peer influences. 
Sehur (19 69), reported that even in poverty 
cultures, not all persons become addicts, and that those 
who do are to some extent 'taught' to be addicts. However, 
once the individual has entered the drug subculture, 
whether for reasons of peer pressure, experimentation, or 
to SQek relief from an unpleasant life situation, many 
forces interact to maintain the drug use behaviour. 
In one study. Dull (1983), found that Asian-
American subjects and other less-ccKimon minorities drug-use 
habit were strongly influenced by friends drug behaviour, 
while other minorities (Blacks, Maxican Americans) were 
the least likely to adopt the behaviour patterns of their 
friends in drug and alcohol use. 
Mendhiratta, Wig and Varma (1978), found that 
one of the main reasons for starting drug was a keen 
desire to go along with the crowd. Dube, KumaY and Gupta 
(1978), reported that the first use of habit-forming drugs 
by college students was suggested by friends among chronic 
cannabis users. 
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Bank and Smith 11980) , in their study found that 
college students believed their decision about drinking 
were made independently of peer or environmental pressure* 
but that light and heavy drunkers made different judgements 
about their peers' drinking behaviour. Home background 
factors did not predict extent of drunking. Most students 
started drinking during high school and reported no change 
in drinkltig rate since attending college, 
A study by Clark (1978), found that smoking 
behaviours occurred at points in the interaction when the 
smoker was relatively univolved and passive in the context 
of social interaction. 
Brook, Judith, Lukoff, Irving and Martin (1980), 
conducted a longitudinal study to examine the relationship 
of 3 domains (personality/attitudinal orientation, peer 
relationship; and family socialization factors) to initiation 
into adolescent marijuana use. It was indicated that the 
domains of personality and family (with control on the other 
demains and demographic variables) each appeared to be 
related to subsequent involvement with marijuana. In contrast, 
the peer domain was significantly associated with initiation 
into marijuana use, once personality, family and demographic 
clusters were controlled. However, the interaction of 
maternal conventionality, and peer marijuana use was related 
to initiation into marijuana use. 
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In another study. Farrow and French (1986)» found 
that parents were perceived as maintaining a passive, 
pathetic stance toward subject's dirug use, Dat^ indicate a 
significant level of criminal behaviour among parents, and 
parental modelling for illegal behaviour and drug-^se 
appeared to be a strong factor. 
Miller (1978), observed that smoking behaviour 
was related to the subjects' own attitudes, and that 
attitudes and behaviour were related to the attitudes, 
expectations and smoking behaviour of the sources of inter-
personal influence. Newman (1984), found that taking of 
drugs, for e.g. cigarette smoking was started because it 
was one of the many ways to create in image d.mong peers. 
In their studies, Wister and Avison (1982) noted 
the importance of friendship network as agents that affect 
drug use since the normative expectations of one's friends 
prove to be a important influence, 
Dembo, Richarch et.al (1983), found that as the 
level of perceived toughness and drug use in neighborhoods 
increased, the subjects tended to rely more on peers as 
drug problem aides than on traditional, institutional 
representations. 
McCarty, Dennis, Ewing, and John (1983), in 
their study found that drugs were taken because they made 
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the users of drugs feel part of the group, helped them 
have a good time and feel good, Murry (1980), suggested 
that smokers considered smoking pleasurable and reported 
strong peer pressure to continue smoking. 
Among the factors responsible for adolescent 
students using drugs, one of the potent factors is social 
conformity pressure, A large-scale 1971 survey of over 
8,000 secondary school students in New York States reveals 
that adolescents are much more likely to use marijuana if 
their friends do than they do not (Kandel 1973) . 
Goode, (1969), found that in United States, 
marijuana is a social phenomena; people smoke it in groups 
of friends and at parties to intensify fellowship and promott 
group cohesion. 
Jiloha and Munjak (1985), frcxn studies of the 
incidence and characteristics of heroin smoking among male 
adolescants in an Indian addiction clinic, noted that 
majority were educated subjects; school and peer environ-
ments to be the contributing factor for adolescants heroin 
usage. 
In their studies. Brook, Judith, Whiteman, Jordon, 
Ann and Brook (1985), observed that the domain of parental 
variables had a direct impact on daughers' marijuana use 
independent of the effects of the maternal domains. Fathers 
of marijuana users were less conventional, had poor father-
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daughter relationships, and were less likely to have 
daughters that identified with them. In the Cc?se of the 
peer group, the father's effects on daughters' marijuana 
use were not direct but were mediated through the peer 
domain. In addition, individual protective (nondrug-conducive) 
parental variables served to mitigate the effect of certain 
maternal and peer risk (drug conducive) factors on the 
daughters' marijuana use. 
In another study conducted by Soueif, Dqrweesh, 
Hannourah, El-Sayfd et.al (1986), (a) the percentage of 
of college subjects who tried stimulant was larger than 
respective percentage among secondary school subjects (b) 
the proportion who reported continuing with drug use until 
the interview ranged between about 10 and 31% of those who 
•over tried' drugs; (c) there was a highly significant 
association between exposure to elements of a 'drug culture* 
and drug abuse, (d) there was a meaningful association 
between drug use and beliefs about effects of such use. 
Ginsberg and Greenley (1978) compared the predictiv-
utility of the following measures: (1) attachment to delin-
quent (drug using) peers; (2) attachment to conventional 
social institutions (political, religious, and economic); 
(3) involvement in school work and conventional activities 
and organisations; (4) psychological stress (e.g. anxiety, 
loneliness, depression) ,. Result show attachment to delinquent 
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peers to be the strongest single predictor of initiation 
into marijuana use, whether considering cross-sectional 
or lagged relationships. Commitment to conventional 
institutions and psychological stress were related to 
marijuana use. The conventional bonding measures in this 
study had no independent causal influence on either 
initiation into marijuana or changes in level of use 
over-time. 
The total thrust of these findings appears 
consistently to suggest that social modelling has an 
important role to play in youth initiation into drug use, 
DRUGS AND SITUATIONAL VARIABLES: 
Basically sicuational variables cannot be imagined 
as distinct/ isolated entities without social impact. How-
ever, there are experiences arising from incidential, un-
planned occurances, like an individual's moving into a 
locality where drugs are easily available or an individual 
falling into strained financial circumstances and being 
tempted to peddle (and taste) drugs for pecuniary benefits. 
Neither of these situatijns comes strictly into the category 
of social modelling and initiation learning, we have included 
such factors under situational variables. 
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In a study by Advani (1981), i t was found tha t 
the use of alcohol was s ign i f i can t ly more prevalent in the 
ru ra l areas of Rajasthan. Deb, and J inda l (1974), found a 
prevalance r a t e of 7^o of alcohol use in the r u r a l area 
of Punjab. 
Kinder ( 1937) , observed that psychological addic-
t ion may r e su l t from absence of a l t e rna t i ve , reality«43ased, 
conforming, and rewarding se l f -oppr tun i t i e s in u s e r ' s every-
day l i f e circumstances. Smart (1977), noted a v a i l a b i l i t y as 
an important predicator of use of cannabis, heroin, alcohol 
and tobacco but not of LSD or non-prescribed t r a n q u i l l i s e r s . 
Malhotra (1978), found that drug consumption was 
higher in Urban areas, whereas alcohol was more widely used 
in ru ra l a reas . Drug consumption was also found to be re la ted 
to poor school achievement, unemployment, and negative 
a t t i t u d e s towards work. In a review of l i t e r a t u r e concerning 
substances abuse by Mexican-American Youth, Morales (1984), 
noted that Mexican-American Youth drug-use pa t t e rns may be 
l e s s re la ted t o cu l tu ra l factors and more r e l a t ed to poverty 
and depr iva t ion . 
In a study by Hartjen and Juinney (1971), i t was 
found tha t family 's low educational and socioeconcMnic s ta tus 
were s ign i f i can t ly re la ted to marijuana among drug-users . 
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Likewise, John, Thurston and Ager (1965), found t h a t 
marijuana use WdS more prevalent among persons engaged in 
low-prestige occupations. 
Dube, Kumar and Gupta (1978), reported t h a t 
marijuana use was high among students who come from families 
with the monthly income of Rs .500/ - and above. Gray (1984), 
indicated tha t sex, age, mari ta l s t a t u s , community involvement 
socia l consciousness and r e l ig ious involvement were s i g n i -
f i can t ly re la ted to a t t i t udes toward alcohol use , 
McCarty and Kaye (1984), observed from the i r studies 
that drinkers who drank pr imari ly for enjoyment tended to be 
women'who drank moderately and male beer dr inkers with 
strong sensat ion-seeking. In the study of Gal iz io , Rosenthal 
and Stein (1983), found sensation-seeking motive as a co re l a t t 
of student drug use , 
Meurant (198S), noted t h a t the drug addicts ex i s t 
as h i s t o r i c a l person, with the drug of choice being the 
add ic t ' s only world. Drug addiction removes the addict from 
world c o n f l i c t s . In a study by Adams and DurelK 1984) , i t was 
observed tha t the cost of Cocaine i s diminishing and supply 
i s increasing, which increases the p o s s i b i l i t y that compulsive 
use and abuse wi l l continue to r i s e , 
Oshodin (1987), in survey of 1,000 Nigerian under-
graduates revealed tha t drinking is a response to disappoint-
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ment and aggravation, cu l tu ra l shock, socia l and personal 
problems. Maroldo (1986), suggests a possible l ink between 
the use of alcohol to reduce shyness and response expectancy 
hypothesis . 
In another study, Khantzian and Khantzian C1984) , 
suggested tha t drug dependence can be explained by the 
presence of major problems in adapting to painful in te rna l 
emotions and adjusting to external unmanageable r e a l i t i e s 
including depression, selfesteem, dis turbance, acute and 
chronic dysphoria and cyclothymia. 
Beck and Sullivan (1978), invest igated the r e l a t i o n -
ship of personal i ty tendencies to medicine and drug use among 
the e lde r ly . Five factors t ha t emerged from an analysis of 
3 5 statements re la ted to sickness and drug use were l abe l l ed , 
In-secur i ty s ick r o l e , fear of medicines and drugs, fear of 
loss of control and cu r io s i ty , t h e i r cor re la t ions with drug 
use were examined. For women, use of medicine was s i g n i f i -
cantly corre la ted with in -secur i ty , sick ro le and fecir of 
medicine, In-secur i ty was strongly re la ted to use of medical 
drugs for boths sexes. None of the personal i ty factors were 
associated with the use of alcohol and tobacco, A regression 
analysis showed tha t use of medical drugs in both sexes 
depended on general unhappiness/ in-securi ty , negative feelings 
and the difference between how one appears to others and how 
one would l ike to be . 
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Elsenman, Russel, Grossman, Jan, Goldstein and 
Ronald (1980), observed that internal sensation, novelty 
seeking was correlated with self-reported frequency of 
marijuana use. 
Parker and others (1980), examined the effect of 
marital status, employment, education, family income and age 
on pattern of alcohol consumption among 795 adults. It was 
found that marital status did not predict consumption among • 
women but did predict among men. Consumption was also signi-
ficantly associated with age and education, with family 
income controlled, employment status significantly predicted 
frequency of alcohol consuntption among women. 
In his study. Khan (1985), found a mild but inverse 
relationship between parental control and use of drugs, such 
as barbiturates. Malhotra (1983), found that drug consumption 
was higher in families in which (a) one or both of the parents 
were absent, (b) in which parents used drugs or had psychiatric 
illness, or (c) families in which there was high level of 
tension or conflicts, 
Noorwood (1985), in his study indicated the follow-
ing as reasons that explain why drugs are being used at 
younger ages - (1) peer pressure and a misunderstanding of 
human rights by youths; (2) the disappearance of childhood 
from the life cycle as children are pushed toward more 
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sophistica*ted behaviour at earlier ages. (3) childhood 
neglect/ (4) societies emphasis on winning at any cost; and 
(5) permissive parental attitudes. 
In another study, Gonzalezy (1985), observed that 
many societal factors operate in the development of alcoholism 
namely advertisements and commercial promotion, econaniC/ 
occupational and geographical conditions. In his survey, 
Burkett (1977), found that the use of alcohol and marijuana 
is associated with a pattern of withdrawal and alienations 
from parental influence and relt;gious influence as well. 
Recently, it has been hypothesised that expectancies 
may mediate the development of drinking patterns in b^th 
adolescents and adults (Brown, Goldman, Christiansen, 1985) • 
This hypothesis is based on findings indicating that expectan-
cies of positive alcohol effects are consistently associated 
with drinking patterns across a variety of populations and 
that expectancies are present even prior to personal drinking 
ejqjerience. 
Urenda and Jose (1985), discusses the relationship 
between drug addiction and social margination processes, 
linking the contemporary wave of juvenile drug abuse to socio-
cultural factors, j^ romoting social alienation, j^ ersons in 
marginal sub-cultures turn to drug use/ or drug trafficking 
because it is one of the very few existential riches available 
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to them under current socioeconomic structures. 
In their study, Sincha-Fagan, Gersten, Langner 
and Thomas (1986), examined social, familial and child 
behaviour antecedents .of adolescent illicit drug use by 
interviewing 200 white. Black and Spanish-Speeking Manhattan 
children, whose mothers were interviewed at 2 points, 
approximately 6 months and 5 year earlier. Findings indicate 
that early predictors had a significant and substantial 
influence on (.ater illicit drug use and that differential 
patterns of illicit drug use exhibited relatively distinct 
antecedents. The use of marijuana only was related to socio-
economic background and eaurly childhood behavours, the use 
of drugs other than marijuana was related to parental marital 
behaviours, the quality of the bond between parents and 
children, and early adjustment problems (with peers and home) 
heroin use was strongly associated with parental-mental 
behaviours, indicative of familial disorganisation and 
parental anti-social behaviours. 
Again, Pihi, Murdoch, Lapp, Janet and Raymonde 
(1986), from their studies found that psychtropes use was 
associated with anxiety, depression and nervous tension, 
while alcohol was not. Psychotrope use was also associated 
with a variety of coping techniques for dealing with 
emotional upset and indicated problem-solving deficits in 
users. 
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In a survey by Beauvais, Oeting and Edwards, 
(1985), on drug use, 7,910 students in Native American 
reservation schools between 1973 and 1983 were compared 
with those of an earlier study viz 1974-198 2 (Miller et al 
1983 no: of students 6856) and suggested that the increased 
prevalence of drug involvement among NA youth is probably 
related to detrimental conditions on reservation, such as 
unemployment, prejudice, poverty and lack of optimism 
about their future. 
According to Getting, Beauvais and Fred (1986), 
Peer Cluster theory takes into account many characteristics 
that relate to the youth's environment factors - such as 
poverty, education and the family, others are internal to 
the person - personality traits, needs, values, and beliefs. 
These social and psychological variables interact to form 
a substrate that can make an individual susceptible to drug 
involvement or can inoculate that youth against drug use, 
Johnston, Lloyd, Malley and Patrick (1986), noted that the 
most commonly mentioned reasons for substance use are 
experimentation, social/recreational reasons and relaxations, 
Valle, Ana, Barriel and Sagario (1985), reviews 
Spanish opinion poll data concerning attitudes toward drugs, 
contrasting the opinions and attitudes of youths with those 
of adults. The juvenile data suggest that personal, social 
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and •conomic factors influence Juvenile drug use. in his 
obsexrvations, Dicyan (1976), noted that the reasons for 
talcing drugs is basically to ackeve euphoria or oblivion, 
although drugs may also be taken as part of religious 
r/|tual8 or to promote social intercourse. 
In a survey research on college students and 
drinking between 1976 and 1985, Saltz, Robert, Elandt and 
Donna (1986}, found that heavier consunqption was related 
to a greater level of negative consequences and a lower 
grade point average. Students drank to increase sociability 
and decrease tension; and they are influenced by their 
peers' dcinking behaviour. 
Menedez and Ricardo (1985), found that factors 
such as social tension, cultural attitudes toward drinking, 
the existence of alternative forms of recreation, advertise-
ment and coiranercial promotion, economic and occupational 
as well as geographic conditions to be many of such factors 
that operate in the development of alcoholism, 
Kohn, Barnes and Hoffman (1979), observed from 
their study that (a) the reported use of all drugs inter-
correlated so highly as to constitute essentially a single 
dimension (b) The conceptual distinctiveness of the 
experience-seeking measures in the predictor set was 
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supported, (c) Drugs use in the sampled population was most 
frequent among men who were attracted to unusual states of 
consciousness and to physically thrilling activities, who 
were somewhat lacking in curiosity, who were stimulusintensity 
reducers, and who were somewhat bored and dissatisfied with 
their lives, (d) Attraction to unusual states of conscioasness 
was the most inportant of these characteristics. 
According to Zuckerman (1978), sensation-seeking 
is a broad unitary trait; and drug use is a manifestation of 
general sensation-seeking. Results obtained from Surawy and 
Tom (1987), show that perceived internal state, particularly 
stress level, was an inportant determinant of smoking for 
sedative smokers; for stimulant smokers only the presence of 
social factors. Richard, Gilbert (1986), found the role of 
acculturation, and stress in the etiology of alcohol abuse 
among Mexican-Americans. Various suggestions have been put 
forward to explain why do some people abuse drugs. Many of 
the suggestions are speculative to the extent that they are 
based on personal esqperiences ^ d observations. 
In addition, easy availability is one of the main 
contributory factors. In all the major cities of the country, 
heroin and other drugs are freely available, almost around 
any street corner. The rise of heroin addiction is due to its 
accessibility to the common man. In order to curb this, the 
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Indian Parliaments, for example, passed a new bill on drugs 
on August 14, 1985, which received the consent of the President 
on September 16, 1986 as the Narcotics Drugs and Psychotropic 
Substances Act 1985. The growth rate since then has reduced 
from 70 percent in 1984 to 20 percent in 1986 (Merchant, Y. A,, 
1987)• Addicts generally believe that easy availability 
compounded by the cheap market price is another responsible 
factor. 
Sluim dwelling has been identified. A slum unit 
contprises of two or more families which together can provide 
for its nenbers only one square meal a day. Heroin or other 
substances Is seen as useful tool for cutting down two basic 
human drives - the sex drive and the hunger drive - which 
suits the inhabitants of slums perfectly. They need not bother 
to eat or get harassed by the overcrowding that restricts 
their sexual life. 
Further, the suggested link between drug abuse and 
parental separation or other matrimonial or family disturbances 
seem less clear•K:ut when drug takers are compared with other 
people. A common misconception is that e3q>erimental drug users 
mainly come from disturbed homes. This is not totally true. 
However, parental neglect, over-protection are also obviously 
contributory. The personality characteristics of an individual 
are more responsible than family disturbances. 
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The preceding paragraphs have attempted to 
present the empirical work and studies that has been 
conducted in this area. It Is iirqpossible for any 
researcher to be able to recapitulate fully the total 
quantum of work that has been carried out but we have 
tried to present at least that relevant aspect which is 
related to the issue being taken up by the investigator 
and which helps to give a clearer perspective of the work 
being undertaken. 
In the end we may conclude that drug use^ misuse 
or abuse is primarily the outcome of interactions between 
the nature of the drug abused, the personality of the 
individual and his immediate environment. Drug abuse is 
a complex phenomena which has various social, cultural, 
biological, geographical, historical and economical 
aspects. 
The aforementioned large number of studies 
suggest that the initial use of drugs is commonly due to 
pressure. Generally, it is a combination of curiosity and 
peer pressure. It is inportant to know that people who are 
disturbed or those having an identity crisis are more 
susceptible to peer pressure. 
CHAPTER I I I 
M E T H O D O L O G Y 
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The purpose of the present investigation is to 
study the extent to which social modelling and situational 
variables influence drug addicts in choice of substance. 
The investigator will attempt to bring out if the three 
sets of determinants (situational variables have been dealt 
with as two separate factors) exert the same degree of 
influence in each drug category chosen or is there signi-
ficant difference in the influence of each in each drugclass 
chosen. Therefore, the study was designed in the manner 
stated in the following paragraphs, to fulfil the objectives 
desired by the investigator, 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY : 
The variables to be investigated are as followsj-
(1) Social Modelling 
(2) Situational Variables (external) 
(3) Situational Variables (internal) 
(4) Drug - choice 
Drug - choice is the dependent variable in the 
investigation and the first three variables, nemely, situa-
tional variables (external and internal) and social modell-
ing constitute the independent variables. The three indepen-
dent variables were measured through a questionnaire designed 
for the purpose. This will be discussed in detail under the 
tools of study. The dependent variable, nemely, drug-choice. 
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was also gauged through responses of the subjects in this 
regard. This information was taken in the columns where 
relevant demographic information was being collected. 
Although three class of drugs are usually identi-
fied - Depressants, stimulants and hallucinogens - addicts 
to hallucinogens were not visiting any of the four clinics 
from where the investigator collected information. In fact, 
the records, of the clinicswhere detailed case-sheets and 
information are available did not contain even a single 
hallucinogen addict. We will elaborate on this aspects of 
information under our discussion of results. But we found 
that many persons were taking more than one class of subs-
tance, so a third ca±egory of choice which we called 'drug-
combination' was identified. 
The effect of the three independent variables on 
drug behaviour in general and on particular drug class 
separately was studied. The relative impact of the three 
independent variables was evaluated. 
SAMPLE t 
The sample comprised 129 addicts drawn from the 
following r e h a b i l i t a t i o n and drug de-addict ion c l i n i c s i 
(1) N.D.M.C. Ashiana and drug-de addict ion centre 
Ashram, Delh i . 
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(2) De-addiction Unit, Psychiatry, Department 
Medical College, Kanpur. 
(3) De-addiction Unit, Psychiatry, Department 
Medical College, M.D. University, Rohtak. 
The sample was comparised male-drug-addicts, age 
ranging between 15 and 50 who were admitted for various 
drug treatments. A break down of the figures show that majo-
rity of the addicts (70) were students, followed by those 
either in Government service or doing private jobs (48), while 
11 addicts were farmers. Not a single female drug-addict was 
visiting any of these clinics for treatment or counselling. 
It may be surmised that due to oux social structure, the 
number of females taking drugs must be few, and the few 
addicts that may be would never expose themselves by visiting 
clinics. 
Although, the investigator sincerely desired to 
adhere to strict random sampling procedures in the selection 
of subjects, it was observed that a study of this type poses 
difficulties which place certain constraints on the researchers 
For example, an investigator can not be sure whether his pre-
sence in the clinics would be welcomed by official workers 
Of 
of the clinics. This was true in our case, for inspite creden-
tial and purpose being clarified in the letter of reference 
given by the Department of Psychology, A.M.U., authorities 
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were reluctant to give permission and when given was subject 
to certain reservations. Further, only addicts who sho%^d 
signs of co-operating, ability and desire to aorticulate 
feelings and experiences could be taken for study. 
However, beyond these constraints, no bias in any 
form was allowed to operate and the investigator took speciaJ 
pains to ensure that a sincere, objective attitude, on his 
part would operate, so as to fulfill the prerequisities of 
a scientific approach to a maximum extent. 
TOOLS OP STUDY t 
DRUG ABUSE QUESTIONNAIRE (DAQ): Considering that 
a student of psychology may take for study variety of prob-
lems, sometimes extremely unusual for research, the tool of 
study is often not available to him. Therefore, he must 
design a tool which fulfills all the parameters of an objec-
tive tool and meets fully the purposes of the investigation. 
Therefore, a questionnaire which would study the three 
factors (social modelling, situational factors, external 
and internal) was prepared. The following st6ps were taK(» -
(1) clear enunciation of concepts t 
Social modelling and situational factors were 
defined clearly. On the basis of theoretical knowledge 
already existing, social modelling was defined as a form 
of leaurning that often takes place as a result of contact 
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with models. The following agencies were f e l t to have a 
ro le as models in the ind iv idua l ' s l i f e t 
(a) Family/relatives 
(b) Friends 
(c) Social customs 
(d) Mass media 
Situational factors (external) were defined as 
conditions inherent in a particular environment which may 
play facilitatory role in inducing a particular events, 
they are referred to as external since they are outside or 
external to the individual. 
Situational factors (external) would therefore 
comprise of the following factors that could potentially 
influence drug-abuse learning : 
(a) availability 
(b) unhappy life experiences 
(c) economic factors 
(d) lack of attention 
(e) incidental circumstances conducive to drug-
behaviour . 
Situational factors (internal ) were referred to 
as expectancies and motivations which provoke a person to 
make certain options. Situational factors (internal) were 
felt to be expressed by the following t-
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(a) belief in efficacy of drug to produce desired 
action 
(b) attitude 
(c) emotion 
(d) need for experimentation, 
(2) Preparation of Items t 
Relevant items that would be able to express perti-
nent aspects of variables under study were collected from 
various sources. Journals, newspapers, magazines, the inves-
tigator own level of information and discussion with friends^ 
including a few who are taking drugs, form the main source 
through which these items were collected. In all more than 
60 items were framed. 
(3) Screening of Items : 
The total items collected were given to teachers 
and research students of the depaurtment with the request 
to go through them and evaluate them in terms of their rele-
vance for the three concepts to be studied. This led to 33 
items being declared as suitable by consensus. 14 questions, 
representing social modelling, 10 items representing situa-
tional factors (internal) and 9 representing situational 
factors (external) constituted the scale of study. 
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Items No. 1,3, 5, 6, 1, IX, 12, 15, 17, 22, 24, 29, 31 
and 33 are social modelling items. Situational factors 
external were measured by item 2, 9, 10, 16, 21, 25, 27, 
28, 30, and situational factors (internal) by items 4, 8, 
13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 23, 26, and 32. Ajscore of 1 was given 
to a response indicating positivity of the item in contri-
buting to drug addiction. 
ADMINSTRATION OF QUESTIONJIAIR£S t 
Since the data collecting tool was in English, 
due to the investigator's own personal problem - that of 
not knowing any Indian languages, he was assisted in the 
administration of the questionnaire by co-operative Hindi-
knowing official in clinics. For English knowing subjects, 
which were in majority, the investigator administered the 
questionnaire personally and individually to each subjects. 
Individual administration was true also in the case of 
Hindi knowing subjects, ^ he procedure in this case was to 
invite each of the drug-addict, and in the presence of the 
investigator the addict's direct personal experiences and 
feelings together with information contained in personal 
addict records were obtained. 
The information given by the subjects was analyzed 
and from the cumulative data obtained from subjects, an 
organized and systematized information becams available. 
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which i s being presented in the next chapte r . The analys is 
and systematization was done through appropriate s t a t i s -
t i c a l methods. Inter-group comparisons were done through 
applying t - t e s t on means of groups or ca lcu la t ing the 
CR to evaluate the significance of percentages . The inves -
t i g a t o r fee ls tha t for problems such as ours, s t a t i s t i c s 
are required to reveal broadly whether the var iables are 
operating d i f f e r e n t i a l l y in the groups s tudied . The next 
phase of the work that w i l l be taken up wi l l aim at 
more speci f ic t a rge t s and would study configurations of 
in-depth personal f a c to r s . This i s the logica l path of 
a l l research - from general to Spec i f i c . Therefore, 
inter-^roup comparisons on var iables sufficed at th i s 
stage::and t - t e s t was used for the purpose. 
CHAPTER IV 
R E S U L T S A N D D I S C U S S I O N 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The final stage of any investigation is to analyse 
data, draw inferences and to interpret the findings. The choice 
of the statistical method is linked to the type of data and 
the design of the study. This issue has been elaborated in the 
preceeding chapter. Because the variables studies were divided 
into three categories, the contribution of each variable was 
to be determined, and comprisions made, t-test was applied. 
Since information which was more cogently presented in the 
form of percentage was also used, significance of difference 
between percentages was calculated together with the usual 
application of t-test in the terras of significance of differ-
ence between means. 
Table I, shows the three categories of drugs, 
specific drugs and the number of addicts in each case. The 
number of addicts who used depressants 60, while for stimulants 
the number of addicts was 3 4. Those who went on combination 
were 35. 
Table II and III, bring out the i>ignificance of the 
three factors, nemely social modelling, situational factors 
internal and situational factors external in the total sample. 
Inter-factor comparison in Table II show that situational 
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T a b l e - I 
SHOWING FREQUENCY OF USE OF SPECIFIC DRUGS IN 
VARIOUS CATEGORIES (DEPRESSAN'TS, STIMULANTS, 
COMBINATIONS) 
Ca tego i ry 
D e p r e s s a n t s 
S p e c i f i c d r u g 
A l c o h o l 
He ro in 
M a r i j u a n a 
Mandrax 
N o s . of a d d i c t s 
42 
9 
4 
5 
60 
S t i m u l a n t s C o c a i n e 
C i g a r e t t e s 
Smack 
Amphetamines 
21 
8 
3 
2 
34 
Drug Combinat-
ions '^Icohol/Cigarette 14 
Alcohol/Cocaine 5 
Alcohol/Mandra-x 4 
Alcohol/i^eroin 1 
Alcohol/Cigarette/heroin 3 
Alcohoi/Cigarette/Cocaine 1 
Cocaine/cigarette 4 
Heroin/cigarette 2 
Marijuana/cigarette 1 
3b 
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Table-ll 
ATTRIBUTION OF ABUSE SIGNIFICANE OF FACTORS IN 
TOTAL SAMPLE 
Factor N Percentage of 
times a t t r i ~ 
buted 
Standard 
e r ro r of 
percentage 
C.R. Level of 
Signif icance 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( in t e rna l ) 
S i t u a t i o n a l (external) 
129 67.77 /o 
129 40.30 % 
6 .20 4 . 4 3 P < . 0 l 
I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l ( in te rna l ) 
Socia l 
Modelling 
129 66.77 % 
129 55.55 % 
6.05 3.'J5 p -dL.Ol 
I I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l (external) 
Socia l 
Modelling 
129 40.30 ;'o 
129 55.55 % 
6.21 2.45 P ^C.05 
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T a b l e - I I I 
ATTRIBUTION OF ABUSE : SIGNIFICANCE OF 
FACTORS IN TOTAL SAMPLE 
F a c t o r N Mean SD C.R L e v e l o f 
s i g n i f i c a n c e 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( i n t e r n a l ) 129 6 . 7 0 . 7 9 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 129 3 . 9 6 . 3 3 
I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( i n t e r n a l ) 129 6 . 7 0 . 7 9 
S o c i a l 
M o d e l l i n g 129 5 . 2 0 1 . 1 1 
I I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x L ' i i i d i ) 12 '> 
S o c i a l 
M o d e l l i n g 129 5 . 2 0 1 . 1 1 
3 9 . 1 4 p < . 0 0 1 
1 2 . 5 p < . 0 0 1 
1 1 . 2 7 p <__ .UUl 
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factors internal show contribution significantly higher 
than situational factors external as well as social modell-
ing, level of significance beJLng P ^  .01 in both cases. 
As compared to situational factors external, social modell-
ing is considered to be a more significant contributor CR 
being 2.45, P ^  ,05. This information was arrived at through 
computation of percentages from the scores obtained from the 
subjects. 
However, since information was pointing towards 
significant differences and, further the configuration of 
factors in different drug groups was also to be calculated, 
the t-test the significance of difference between means of 
various groups was applied. When the t-test was applied to 
the means obtained in the total sample for scores on social 
modelling, situational factors external and situational 
factors internal, we found that the results indicated by the 
percentages calculdted were strongly supi.)orted as can be 
seen from Table III. 
Table IV, V and VI, shows the significance of the 
three factors in the three drug-class groups. We observe 
that in all three groups, that is, depressant-addict groups, 
stimulant-addict group as well as multi-drug addicts, situa-
tional internal factors have the highest score differing 
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Table - IV 
ATTRIBUTION OF ABUSE AMONGST 
ADDICTS TAKING DEPRESSANTS 
Factor N Mean SO C.R. Level of 
Significance 
Situational 
(internal) 60 6.78 .68 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 60 3 .88 . 5 8 
I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( i n t e r n a l ) 60 6 .78 . 6 8 
S o c i a l 
M o d e l l i n g 60 5 .69 . 9 1 
I I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 60 3 . 8 8 . 5 8 
S o c i a l 
M o d c i i i n c j OU L..(..9 . 9 1 
2 6 . 3 6 p^ . 0 0 1 
7 . 2 6 p < i . 0 0 1 
1 2 . 9 2 p *c . 0 0 1 
Table - V 
ATTRIBUTION OF ABUSE AMONGST 
ADDICTS TAKING STIMULANTS 
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Factor N Mean SD C.R. Level of 
significance 
Situational 
(internal) 34 6.7 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 34 3.85 
. 7 7 
. 6 1 
16.76 p ^:;:^ .001 
I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( i n t e r n a l ) 34 6.7 .77 
S o c i a l 
Model l ing 34 5.'fc .80 
5.63 p /C^.OOl 
I I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 34 3.85 .61 
S o c i a l 
Model l ing 34 5.63 .80 
10.47 p ^ .001 
Table - VI 
ATTRIBUTION OF ABUSE AMONGST 
ADDICTS TAKING COMBINATION OF 
DRUGS 
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Factor N Mean SD C.R. Level of 
Significance 
Situational 
(internal) 35 
Situational 
(external) 35 
6 .9 
4 . 2 
.84 
. 3 8 
18 p ^ .001 
I I 
S i tua t iona l 
( in t e rna l ) 35 6.9 .84 
Social 
Modelling 35 5.57 1.11 
5.78 p <^  .001 
III 
Situational 
(external) 35 4.2 .38 
Social 
Modelling 35 5.57 1.11 
0.8 p ^  .001 
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significantly from situational external factors as %«11 as 
social modelling P ^  .001 in all cases. Again, social 
modelling factors emerge next in terms of their impact, 
being lesser in value than situational factors internal but 
being significantly greater than situational factors external. 
We find extremely interesting information being 
elicited from inter-group ccwnparisons on each of the factors* 
Table VII, VIII and IX, illustrates the position of the 
three groups on situational factors internal, situational 
factors external and social modelling respectively. We observe 
that significant value have been obtained in only two out 
of the nine cases. As far as situational internal factors 
are concerned and as far as social modelling is concerned, 
the three groups show no significant difference: both factors 
apparently influencing the three groups equally. However, 
in terms of the third factor, nqmely, situational factors 
external, we find a differential impact on the three drug 
groups, as can be seen from Table VIII, Subjects taking 
drug combination atributed their habit to situational 
external factors to a significantly higher degree than 
stimulants and depressants group P ^  .Ol in both cases. 
Subjects taking depressants and stimulants do not differ 
among themselves. Thus, social modelling and internal factors 
exert the same impact on the three groups but situational 
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T a b l e . - V I I 
SHOWING INTER-GROUP DIFFERENCES 
ON SITUATIONAL (INTERNAL & EXTERNAL) 
AND SOCIAL MODELLING 
V I I 
( a ) F a c t o r : S i t u a t i o n a l ( i n t e r n a l ) 
Group 
I (Depressants) 
II (Stimulants) 
Group 
I (Depressants) 
III (Combinat-
N 
60 
34 
60 
35 
Mean 
6.78 
6.70 
6.78 
6.90 
SD 
,68 
.77 
.68 
.84 
OR L e v e l o f 
s i g n i f i c a n c e 
0 ,5 NS 
0 , 7 0 NS 
i o n s ) 
G r o u p 
I I ( S t i m u l a n t s ) 34 6 . 7 . 7 7 
I I I ( C o m b i n a - 34 6 . 9 . 8 4 
t i o n s ) 
1 . 0 5 NS 
V I I I 
(b ) F a c t o r : S i t u a t i o n a l ( e x t e r n a l ) 
Group 
I(Depressants) 
II (Stimulants) 
Group 
I(Depressants) 
III(Combinat-
60 
34 
60 
35 
3.88 
3.85 
3.88 
4.20 
.58 
.61 
.58 
.38 
. 2 3 NS 
3 . 5 5 p < . 0 1 
i o n s ) 
G r o u p 
I I ( S t i m u l a n t s ) 34 3 . 8 5 . 6 1 
I I I ( C o m b i n a -
t i o n s ) 35 4 . 2 0 . 3 8 
2 . 9 2 P ^ . O l 
Table IX 
(c) Factor : Social Modelling 
Group 
I(Depressants) 60 5.69 .91 
I I (S t imulants ) 34 5.63 .80 
Group 
I (Depressants) 60 5.69 ,91 
I I I ("combina-
t ions) 35 5.57 1.11 
Group 
I I (St imulants) 34 5.63 ,80 
III(C:ombina-
ttons) 35 5.57 1.11 
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N Mean SD CR L e v e l of 
s i g n i f i c a n c e 
. 1 8 NS 
0 . 5 4 NS 
. 2 3 NS 
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external factors is much more important in the group 
opting for combination of drugs. 
The questionnaire designed by the investigator 
measured the three variables proposed to be investigated 
through responses elicited from subjects. However, since 
certain conditions exist in concrete and tangible forms 
which can be designated clearly as situational factor 
external, these dimensions were also taken up, for ana-
lysis. These include t 
(1) Educational status of respondents 
C 2) Occupation 
(3) Income level 
(4) Mode of residence \^^k /4 
(5) rural-urban dimensions "^""~" 
Table X, shows the addicts levels of education in terms of 
drug categories. The position is as follows i-
TABLE X 
Drug used Educational level 
Undergraduate Graduate Post-graduate 
D e p r e s s a n t s 
St lBiu lants 
Combination 
25 
( 50% ) 
13 
( 26% ) 
12 
( 24% ) 
22 
( 46.81% ) 
11 
I 23.40% ) 
14 
( 29.79% ) 
13 
( 40.62% ) 
10 
( 31.25% ) 
9 
( 28.12% ) 
50 47 32 
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T a b l e - XI 
SHOWING PREFERRED DRUG OF VARIOUS 
OCCUt-AnONAL GROUPS 
CATEGORY OF DRUGS 
OCCUPA-
TION 
F a r m i n g 
J o b 
S t u d -
y i n g 
N 
11 
4 8 
70 
DE PRESS AfrrS 
4 
( 3 6 . 3 6 %) 
19 
( 3 9 . 5 8 %) 
37 
( 5 2 . 8 5 /o) 
STIMULANTS 
3 
( 2 7 . 2 7 %) 
14 
( 2 9 . 1 7 %) 
17 
( 2 4 . 2 8 %) 
COMBINi 
4 
( 3 6 . 3 6 
15 
( 3 1 . 2 5 
16 
( 2 2 . 8 5 
\T I 
%) 
%) 
%) 
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Table XI, shows drug-choice of the d i f fe ren t occupational 
groups s tud ied . Addicts whose occupation was fanning were 
11* The breakdown of t h i s figure In respect of drug-
choice shows 4 or 36.369i for depressants , 3 or 27.27X for 
s t imulants and 4 or 3 6.36% for combinations. Those doing 
other types of job ( e i the r p r iva tes or c i v i l service) 
were 48. Out of t h i s number, 19 or 39.58% shows the 
nuoiber of addicts who goes in for depressants ; 14 or 
29.17% for st imulants and 15 or 31.25% for drug-conbina-
t i o n s . In the students group, there were 70 addicts whose 
pos i t ions show tha t 37 or 52.85% were af te r depressants ; 
17 or 24.28% stimulants while 16 or 22.85%were going for 
drug combinations. 
By and large , the preference of drug follows a 
similar pa t t e rn for a l l occupational groups, depressant 
being most popular, more markedly amongst s tuden t s . This 
information also holds for the educat ional- level a n a l y s i s . 
Table XII, shows preferred drugs in terms of 
income of add ic t s . In t h i s respect four income groups 
were demarcated. In the f i r s t level (below Rs. 1,000), 
there were 69 case which 39 or 56.52% were having depres -
san t s , 16 or 23.19% st imulants and 14 or 20.30% drug 
combinations. For the second level (Rs. 1000 to Rs. 2500), 
the number of addicts were 33, A break down of t h i s figure 
so 
T a b l e - X I I 
SHOWING PREFERRED DRUG IN TERMS 
OF INCOr-^ OF SAMPLE 
I n c o m e l e v e l N DEPRESSANT STIMULANTS COMBINATIONS 
1 - 1 0 0 0 69 39 16 14 
( 5 6 . 5 2 /.) ( 2 3 . 1 9 %) ( 2 0 . 3 0 X) 
1000-2500 33 12 8 13 
(36.36 %) (24.24 %) (39.39 %) 
2500-4000 15 6 5 4 
(40 /o) (33.33 %) (26.67 %) 
4 000- &C Above 12 3 5 4 
(25 %) (41.67 %) (33.33 %) 
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shows tha t 12 or 36.36?^ goes in for depressants , 8 or 
24.24 stinailants and 13 or 39.39% for drug-comb in at ion . 
In the t h i r d level of Rs, 2500 to 4000 were 15 cases . 
6 or 40% addicts went a f t e r depressants , 5 or 33.33% 
for s t i nu lan t s while 4 or 26»6TA for drug combinations* 
The l a s t income level - rupees 4000 and above were only 
12 cases out of which 3 or 25% represent depressants 5 
or 41.67% stimulants and 4 or 33.33% drug combinations. 
Again depressants emerge as the most popular drug used. 
We have analysed in tab les XIII to XIV the 
var iables of mode of residence in terms of res iding alone, 
res id ing with family, res id ing with r e l a t i v e s and res id ing 
with f r i ends . We observe tha t leaving aside two exceptions, 
there i s no difference in the r e l a t i v e importance of 
socia l modelling, s i t u a t i o n a l factors externa l and s i t u a -
t i ona l fac tors i n t e r n a l . These two exceptions are in terms 
of a higher value of s i t u a t i o n a l in te rna l factors as com-
pared to s l tunt ional pxternal factors among subjects 
res id ing with £amiiy t p ^ ,Ui ) and ayuin A higher 
a t t r i b u t i o n towards s i t ua t i ona l in te rna l fac tors as com-
pared to s i t ua t i ona l external factors amongst subjects 
res id ing with friends ( p ^ .05 ) . Out of nine conpar i -
sions made seven were i n s ign i f i c an t . I t appears therefore , 
t h a t mode of residence i s probably an i n t e r e s t i ng factor 
T a b l e s X I I I t o XVI 
SHOWING SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
PERCENTAGES 
V a r i a b l e - MODE OF LIVING 
R e s i d i n g Alone 
S3 
F a c t o r N P e r c e n t a g e of S t a n d a r d C . R. L e v e l of 
t i m e s a t t r i b u - e r r o r of s i g n i f i c a -
t e d p e r c e n t a g e n e e 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( i n t e r n a l ) 11 6 6 . 7 % 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 11 4 0 . 7 % 
2 1 . 2 6 1.22 US 
I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( i i i t . ' t n a l ) 11 6f..7 •/. 
S o c i a l 
M o d e l l i n g 11 5 7 . 9 % 
2 0 . 0 2 U.4 ) N3 
I I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
(external ) 
Social 
Modelling 
11 40.7 '/. 
11 57.9 
21.31 . 80 NS 
Table- XIV 
RESIDING WITH FA::ILY 
84 
Fac tor N Percentage 
of times 
a t t r i bu ted 
Standard C. R. iievel of 
e r ro r of s ign i f ica -
percentage nee 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
(internal) 44 69 % 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 44 37.3 % 
10.58 2 .98 P < .01 
I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( i n t e r n a l ) 44 69 % 
S o c i a l 
Model l ing 44 55 .6 % 
10.28 1.30 NS 
I I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 44 37.3 /, 
S o c i a l 
Model l ing 44 55.6 % 
10.57 1.73 NS 
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T a b l e - XVI 
RESIDING WITH FRIENDS 
ST) 
Factor N Percentage 
of times 
attributed 
Standard C.R. 
error of 
percentage 
Level of 
signifi-
cance 
Situational 
(internal) 47 66.6 % 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 47 3 9 . 4 •% 
1 0 . 2 3 2 . 6 6 P ^ . 0 5 
I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( e x t e r n a l ) 47 6 6 . 6 A 
S o c i a l 
M o d e l l i n g 47 5 6 . 5 ^ 
9 . 9 7 1 .01 NS 
I I I 
S i t u a t i o n a l 
( i n t e r n a l ) 47 39 .4 /. 
S o c i a l 
M o d e l l i n g 47 5 6 , 5 % 
10 .24 1.67 NS 
S7 
T a b l e - XVII 
ATTRIBUTION OF ABUSE IN RURAL-
URBAN SAMPLE 
F a c t o r % of t i m e s a t t r i b u t e d 
R u r a l Urban 
S i t u a t i o n a l ( i n t e r n a l ) 6 9 . 3 6 7 , 4 
S i t u a t i o n a l ( e x t e r n a l ) 4 0 . 4 3 9 . 8 0 
S o c i a l M o d e l l i n g 5 8 . 4 5 5 . 1 
S8 
worth studing because, although in the total sample 
situational internal and situational external factors 
and social modelling have shown an extremely significant 
difference, in term of their impact. Within a particular 
mode of residence this impact was levelled out and no 
difference with regard to these factors was observed* 
The riiral urban dimension is being indicated in 
the Table xvii 
We oi^rve that each of the three factors namely 
situational factors external situational factors internal 
and social modelling have been attributed to an almost 
equal degree by the two groups. We also note that the 
percentages of times attribution is made to the three 
factors is almost identical to values obtained in the 
total sample. Obviously, this was to be expected since 
the rural and urban sauple are falling at almost the same 
point. It therefore, may be concluded that urban-mral 
factors does not account for any difference in attribution 
of drug-addiction to situational or modelling factors in 
the sample studied. 
DISCUSSION t 
The data obtained by the investigator has been 
organised and systematized in the precedirnj payea as 
results, A most important and crucial aspect is to draw 
S9 
inferences and meaning from results obtained. Instead 
of going into the variable designated for study straight 
away, the investigator had placed certain information 
that would help to present a broad perspective within 
which the results of the study could be understood. 
Table I which shows frequency of use of parti-
cular drugs gives this types of information. Alcohol has 
emerged as the most popular drug taken followed by 
cocaine. All other drugs in the category of both depres-
sants and stimulants are taken in few cases. It may also 
be observed that a large number of subjects are taking 
more than one drug, overwhelmingly, the drugs belong to 
different categories, that is, one is a depressants and 
the other is a stimulant. Depressants are the most popular 
choice of the sample. Interestingly, not a single subject 
was found addicted to hallucinogens. As has been written 
in the previous pages, the investigator obtained his 
information from 4 clinics and rehabilitation centres in 
three cities. The records of these centres were scruti-
nized by the officials, but not a single addict of this 
category was visiting these centres. This gives rise to 
the conjecture that either the drug-addict population is 
not opting for hallucinogens or hallucinogen-addict are 
for some reason not reporting in the clinics. 
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It may be pointed out that marijuana is put 
by some theorists under depressants and by some under 
hallucingogens. We have put it in the category of 
depressants because Maugh 1974, Michael 1980 have e^ qjlained 
that the effect of marijuana on the central Nervous System 
is the same as that of depressants like alcohol. Further, 
in the clinics where information was collected this drug 
was put under depressants. Any how, the subjects report:-
ing with marijuana are only 4. The investigator feels 
that those taking hallucinogens may probably not be report-
ing at the clinics. Since this category of drug most 
prominently leads to behaviour like visions and halluci-
nations and altered states of consciousness, these beha-
viours are likely to be looked at with approval and 
veneration by the Indians* It is customary to associate 
visions and such symptoms as a sign of super-natural inter-
vention, therefore not needing any such treatment. For 
this reason, probably we could not have a halluncinogen-
addicted group in our sample. 
Coming to the major concern in our study, nemely, 
that of evaluating the relative importance of social mode-
lling, situational factors external and situational factors 
internal in drug addiction, we found situational factors 
internal to be the factor that was attributed the greatest 
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nximber of times as being associated with drug habit, 
followed by social modelling and last situational factor 
external, (Table II & III) . 
As we have said earlier, siljuational factors 
internal refer to conditions within the individual that 
can provoke him to opt for drugs. A hviman being has a 
free will and is basically resposible for his actions and 
decisions. It is within his own self-structure that the 
most innportant facets of psychological behaviour are 
fouxid. His own motivations, expectancies, needs and wishes 
are in the ultimate analysis, the key concepts of his 
personality and the moving spirit for his actions. It is 
no wonder that these highly personalized factors emerged 
as most pertinent in determining addiction. These expec-
tancies, motivations and desires are of course, the product 
of gradual learning and assimilations but after a parti-
cular process of learning they acquire the status of 
distinct entities by themselves. It would be erroreous to 
overlap them with processes that led to their emergence 
because it is never possible to reach a point where the 
question of ultimate determinism is answered; for the 
scientist, proximate determinism is the viable concept, 
and therefore we have treated them as factors that may 
affect drug habit in their own right. 
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Next in importance come the social modelling 
factors« and last are situational factors external. This 
information also re-affirms what we have been saying, 
namely, the self of the individual participates in the 
decision-making. The choice of model, identification with 
model, imitation are all processes involving the active 
participation of the individual. Situational external 
factors involve minimum participation of the individual, 
for factors external to the individual primarily compose 
this factor. It is a comparatively less iniportant factor. 
That is, why all individuals exposed to the same external 
situations and conditions do not become drug victims 
because their own values, beliefs and expecancies are of 
major importance. 
We have also observed that this trend holds 
good for all the three drug-groups studied. That is, the 
expettctancies and needs of the individual (situational 
internal fetors) most prominently account for drug addic-
tion, no matter what drug he takes. Learning from models 
comes next in importance. Thus, the relevance of persona-
lized factor as opposed to external circumstances is 
clearly brought out. 
It has also been brought out that internal 
situational factors op©feite to an undifferentiated extent 
in all the three groups, so do social modelling factors. 
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but with regard to s i t u a t i o n a l external fac tors , the 
group taking combination drugs a t t r i bu ted t h i s habi t 
acre to external factors than any other group d id . Thus, 
though even for the combination group in t e rna l factors 
were most important, social^Aodelling next and external 
s i t u a t i o n a l factors l a s t , but compared to the other 
two groups, the combination group had a higher score for 
external s i t u a t i o n a l . 
The inves t igator feels t ha t although pr imari ly 
i t i s expectancies and needs that provoked a person t o 
opt for drugs, and the combination group doubtless follwed 
t h i s pa t t e rns for t he i r f i r s t drug, the s i t ua t i ona l factor 
of ava i lab i ly of scwtie other drugs may have caused them 
to take more than one. I t could be when drug of choice 
i s not ava i lab le , the person e^qjeriments with the ava i -
lable drug and becomes hooked on tha t a l s o . Thus external 
factors may for t h i s reason be playing a comparatively 
more s ign i f i can t role in t h i s group. Perhaps, a s ingle 
driig user becomes a combination-drug-<aser due to s i t u a -
t i ona l external fac tors , although to.ere a v a i l a b i l i t y by 
i t s e l f <|oes not appear to be of unohallengeable impoaance. 
The fact that a l l the educational groups 
seem to show depressants as the i r most popular choice 
with st imulants and combinations almost overlapping^ we 
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feel that irrespective of educational level, for some 
reasons depressants are most popular. Only in the case 
of those having received postgraduate education is the 
distinction not very clear, all drugs showing near about 
the same incidence. The same is true of the various 
occupational groups, as well as the various income groups. 
The particular preference can probably be attributed to 
availability, alcohol and heroin being easily available* 
In fact, local breweries produce indigenous 'tharra' 
which people can easily take res^ort to. It appears that 
this factor is extremely importance. 
The fact that the relative importance of internal 
factors, followed by social modelling and then by external 
which was So obviously clear in the total sample as well 
as the various drug groups, has not appeared a significant 
factor when mode of residence was the concerned variable 
raises interesting questions. At this juncture, we can 
only point towards questions and doubts without venturing 
anst^rs. Further, the priority of internal factors was 
operating in two cases - these being cases when internal 
factors were compared to external factors in subjects 
residing with family and friends. The question is very 
complex since mode of living may carry with it not only 
the physical connotations of being placed in particular 
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c i r cums tances , but a l s o p sycho log ica l and emotional 
conno ta t ions of l i v i n g or not l i v i n g wi th c e ^ i n p e o p l e . 
The mat te r dese rves t o be taken up for i n v e s t i g a t i o n * 
SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER WORK t 
A s i n g l e r e s e a r c h can never produce s p e c t a c u l a r 
r e s u l t s , n e i t h e r can a l l p r e d i c t i o n s come t r u e because 
human behaviour i s complex, be ing governed by m u l t i -
f a r i o u s needs , a s p i r a t i o n s and m o t i v a t i o n s . There fo re , 
an i n d i v i d u a l r e s e a r c h , which c a r r i e s w i th i t n«ny c o n s -
t r a i n t s (which become p a r t i c u l a r l y t r u e for work in aa 
a rea l i k e drug add ic t ion) can a t b e s t ven tu re t o add bu t 
d m i n u t e d i . o p Lu Liu; vctetL yj^joan uC know l«U>ja , T l i o i o Col t>, 
any sweeping suggestion can never be given but from the 
crxix of what we have found, together with the apprecia-
t ion of drawbacks in our work, some d i r ec t ion can be 
broadly suggested • 
I t i s f e l t tha t since the ind iv idua l ' s ovm 
expectancies and des i r e s ( s i t u a t i o n a l fac tors in ternal) 
seem to play the most important ro le in drug hab i t , 
person-specif ic c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s need to be probed more 
f u l l y . The broad factor designation as ' s i t u a t i o n a l 
i n t e rna l ' serves the purpose of locat ing a general area 
but i s inadequate for analysis that wi l l help in in-depth 
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understanding. Personality is the area most distinctively 
internal to the individual, therefore, personality confi-
gurations vis-a-vis drug habit will give meaningful infor-
mation. When intervention of personality characteristics 
is placed within the perspective of social learning and 
situational factors, a more holistic picture would emerge« 
Therefore, a study of personality dimensions together with 
social learning as it operates in drug habit should be 
contemplated• 
Since mode of residence seems to have an 
interesting configuration in our study, it would be proper 
if this dimensions is analysed and studied in terms of 
its psychological correlates. Perhaps, if factors like 
warmth, belongingness, independence and discipline, that 
distinguish between various modes of residence in terms 
of their psychological repercussions are studied, it 
would broaden the horizons of learning. We were not able 
to study mode of residence in that light because our work 
was, so to say, baseline work in this regard. 
It is through a continous process of questionn-
ing and probing that the jorney of knowledge goes on. 
We hope that the area of drug addiction is taken up 
by a large number of social scientists for reasearch so 
tha^ "With the combined efforts of many researchers this 
vital area is understood better. 
CHAPTER V 
A P P E N D I X 
D A Q 
2, Educa t iona l S t a t u s : 
3 . No. of C las s (s) r epea t ed : 
4, R e l i g i o n : 
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1 . Name Sex Age 
5 • C a s t : 
6 . M a r i t a l s t a t u s : Unmarr ied/marr ied/widower /d ivorced/separa ted 
7 . Mode of l i v i n g : Alone/with family members/fr iend(s) 
8 • Occupation: 
9 . Income ( p e r s o n a l / f a m i l y ) : • • 
10 . Type of r e s i d e n c e : Rura l /u rban , sub -u rba r / anyo the r e t c . 
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•B' 
1 . Here i s a l i s t of substance or drugs most frequently 
used by p0>ple t 
Alcohol 
Barbi turate 
Cigar a t t e 
Cocaine 
L.S .O. 
Marijuana 
Opium 
(If drug used by you i s missing from the l i s t please write 
i t down in the space provided above)• 
2. Name of drug which you like most 
3. Name of drug presently being used 
4. Name of drug used before the present one , 
5. ReasonCs) for changing your original drug 
no 
•(-« 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANSWERING ITEM 1 to 33, 
(Please go through each of the 33 items carefully). Your answer 
should be Yes/No. If you wish to give some additional comments 
to the item please do so in the space provided below the 
particular item* 
1, My first experience with drugs was at my home, Yes/No 
2, Initially, my drug supply was given to me free of cost by 
others, Yes/No 
3, My parents do not consider it a bad thing if one drugs 
himself, Yes/No 
4, I can not help continuing using drugs because they fulfill 
what I expected of them, Yea/No 
5, It is a 'custom' in ray community to give a little alcohol 
to the infant at birth, Yes/No 
6, I am very close to my uncle who is habitual to taking 
drugs, Yes/No 
7, Really I like drugs because I feel as good as my friends 
each time I use it, Yes/No 
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8 • When liflprovoked or annoyed I have to take some dosage to 
soothe (calm) my temper. Yes/No 
9. When it is cold and denop, using drugs (e.g. cigaratte) 
makes me feels better and comfortable. Yes/No 
10. By and large I am ignored by my parents because they are 
so busy. Yes/No 
11. It often helps me to perform in my activities as 
excellently as the best. Yes/No 
12. I continued it because, I did not want to leave my 
friends. Yes/No 
13. When I started on drugs I was not aware that I would 
become totally dependent on it. Yes/No 
14. I came to like the drug because the first experience 
with it gave ne intensely pleasant feelings. Yes/No 
15. My parents growing liking for substance made me also 
like it..Yes/No 
16. Dealing in drugs can help me to earn money very quickly. 
Yes/No 
17. I wanted to please my friend who offered me some. Yes/No 
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18. I feel a problem intensely only when I don't stone (drug) 
myself. Yes/No 
19. Each time I finish eating I feel like vomiting and I go 
for a good dosage of drug to help myself, Yes/No 
20. It is very good for meditation. Yes/No 
21. At first, I started with it to check ray weight. Yes/No 
22. My friends and I have the same taste. Yes/No 
23. I can cram a good deal for exams when I am on it. Yes/No 
24. The belief about the usefulness of drugs led me to adopt 
them. Yes/No 
25. My parents are compelled to give me attention when I go 
on substance. Yes/No 
26. Whenever I want to suppress (hold-<ip) my appetite I use 
drugs (cigarette or any other). Yes/No 
27. I am worried because the easy availability of drugs 
prevents me from stopping the habit. Yes/No 
28. My lover disappointed me and the only means to overcome 
my depression was drug. Yes/No 
29. It make me feel bold and fearless like others. Yes/No 
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30. I did not have any taste for it until I was driven to 
it by unhappy life experiences. Yes/No 
31. Taking drugs makes me feel big and respected in the 
society. Yes/No 
32. The credit for discovering drugs use goes to myself 
rather then to others. Yes/No 
33. I have often been praised when I am 'ON' for behaving 
better in the public. Yes/No 
CHAPTER VI 
B I B L I O G R A P H Y 
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